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Abstract. The Item Response Theory (IRT) is a statistical mechanism successfully used since the beginning of the 20th century to infer student knowledge
through tests. Nevertheless, existing well-founded techniques to assess procedural tasks are generally complex and applied to well-defined tasks. In this paper, we describe how, using a set of techniques we have developed based on
IRT, it is possible to infer declarative student knowledge through procedural
tasks. We describe how these techniques have been used with undergraduate
students, in the object oriented programming domain, through ill-defined procedural exercises.
Keywords: Student modeling, student assessment.

1 Introduction
Since the birth of the first teaching systems, Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
have been used in order to try to provide those systems with the required capabilities
to emulate human tutors [1]. Knowledge representation, student modeling and cognitive diagnosis (or student knowledge inference) are only some of the capabilities
involved in the development of education systems. AI is used in this context to offer
students a personalized learning process according to their needs, adapting to them in
order to influence them in as positive a way as possible.
From the student modeling perspective, several techniques for representing (and
diagnosing) student characteristics, such as his/her knowledge level, his/her conceptual errors, etc., can be found in the literature (cf. [2]). Nowadays, there exist wellfounded assessment mechanisms, based on statistical theories such as the Item
Response Theory (IRT) [3]. This theory is used successfully to infer the student
knowledge using tests. Nevertheless, the use of existing well-founded techniques to
assess the knowledge using procedural activities such as problems, are generally
complex. In this context, proposals such as Model Tracing [4] or others based on
Bayesian networks [5], involve a great effort to model the procedural activities, since
the set of steps the student could carry out should be defined a priori [6]; and therefore, the modeling of those domains becomes an arduous task.
In preliminary studies [7] we used well-founded techniques to evaluate how we can
perform an assessment of the student knowledge in a domain with well-defined tasks:
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this assessment is the result of the application of the Simplex optimization algorithm.
In the paper cited, techniques based on the IRT were described, and its suitability was
evaluated. In this paper we focus on a domain where the solution space makes tasks
be ill-defined. The hypothesis from which we start is that, using the proposed techniques, the student’s declarative knowledge inferences are equivalent to those that
would be provided using an IRT-based test. The strength of our proposal is that much
less problems are required to achieve an accurate assessment diagnosis.
The article is structured as follows: In the next section, the domain modeling technique that we use in our approach, called Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM), is described. Next, we will explain the fundamentals of the IRT. In section 4, the key ideas
of this work are presented. Section 5 focuses on explaining the more relevant features
of the educational tool we have developed. Subsequently, in section 6, the experiment
performed with the educational tool to verify our hypothesis is described, together
with the results obtained. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented.

2 Constraint-Based Modeling
The use of CBM in the learning environment contributes to improve the student learning process, making students learn from their own mistakes when solving a problem
from a particular domain. The CBM is based on Ohlsson’s theory [8] of learning from
performance errors. According to it, learning is a two-step process: In the first, an
error is detected while an activity is being performed; and afterwards, it is corrected.
Errors may take place when the students try to solve a problem but either they do not
have the required declarative knowledge or they are unable to apply the procedure
appropriately.
To detect errors, CBM-based tutor systems generate a representation of the solution the student is building, which is updated according to the actions performed by
the student in the system interface. In CBM, the domain is represented by a set of
principles, which will be compared with the student solution representation and in this
way it will be inferred which domain principles are being violated by that solution.
The principles that form the domain are considered to be the basic unit of knowledge
in the CBM and they are represented by constraints about the state that must be satisfied by all possible correct solutions of all problems. In other words, a correct solution
to a problem will never generate a representation that violates some of the constraints
of the domain.
According to CBM, each constraint is defined by an ordered pair of conditions: Cr,
Cs; where Cr is the relevant condition, which is employed to determine the sort of
problems and states for which the constraint is relevant, thus, where it could be applied. Cs is the satisfaction condition and contains the error condition associated to a
certain principle that a solution for a given problem could infringe. When the Cr of a
constraint is true, for a certain state of a problem solution, it is said that the constraint
is significant, from the pedagogical point of view, and therefore, Cs should also be
true. Otherwise, the constraint has been violated, which implies that one or more
errors have occurred. After detecting those errors, the student model is updated and
the system should provide the student with some feedback and apply some corrective
action that helps the student to correct his/her conceptual mistake.
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The results obtained by several tutors based on the CBM prove the effectiveness of
this approach in learning tasks [9] and its suitability as compared with other similar
proposals. Nevertheless, Ohlsson and Mitrovic [10] have remarked that, to allow the
systems that use the CBM be able to help when taking pedagogical decisions, it is
necessary to have a long term student model. In that sense, most of the existing proposals based on CBM (with the exception of some that include Bayesian networks
[11]), infer the student knowledge as a proportion of the constraints the student
knows. However, this heuristic does not have characteristics that are mandatory in a
knowledge diagnosis system (and in general for every system of this type), such as the
invariance. For this reason, estimations based on heuristics are strongly conditioned
by the particular problems the student has made.

3 Item Response Theory
The IRT, developed by Thurstone [3], is the most popular discipline, based on statistical techniques, for quantitatively measuring certain traits such as the intelligence,
skills and/or, knowledge level in a given concept, personality, etc. This theory is
based on two principles [12]: According to the first, the knowledge that a student has
in a test question (or item) can be quantified through a factor called knowledge level.
The second principle establishes that the relationship between the probability of answering an item correctly and the student knowledge level can be described by means
of a monotonically increasing function named Item Characteristic Curve (ICC). The
higher the student knowledge level, the higher the probability of answering correctly.
This function is the central element of the IRT. One of the most frequently used functions (and perhaps, the most popular) to model the ICC is the three-parameter logistic
function (3PL):
(1)
where P(ui = 1| θ) is the probability of answering correctly the item i given the student knowledge level θ, which is normally measured using a continuous scale between [-3.0, .., 3.0]. The three parameters that characterize this curve depend on the
item and they are:




The discrimination (ai), which is a value proportional to the slope of the
curve and the higher it is, the more the item discerns between the inferior and
superior knowledge levels.
The difficulty (bi), which corresponds to the value of the knowledge level for
which the probability of answering correctly is the same as that of answering
incorrectly (without taking into account randomly selected responses).
The guessing (ci), which measures precisely the probability that a student
will answer correctly even though he/she may not possess the knowledge required to do so, modeling thus, those situations where the student answers
randomly.

The popularity of the IRT is a direct consequence of the consistence of its results. In
other proposals such as the Classic Test Theory, the results of estimating the student
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knowledge depend on the sample of students used to perform the test and, thus, the
results in the test are not comparable to those obtained in other different tests. The
results obtained by applying the IRT however posses several properties such as the
invariance. In other words, the knowledge level inferred using this approach does not
depend on the test. Therefore, if two tests which assess the same concept, are administered to the same student, the results obtained would be very similar.
In order to apply the IRT it is necessary to have available the ICC values corresponding to each item in the domain. To achieve this, a data driven procedure called
calibration is required. Calibration is a statistical process for which data must be
available on a student population sample previously evaluated / tested. Through this
procedure, the parameters that characterize each ICC are inferred. The input to this
procedure is based on the results from those students who did tests using the questions
whose curves we wish to infer.

4 Assessment Combining the IRT and CBM through Procedural
Tasks
Through the IRT, student knowledge inferences can be made with desirable characteristics such as the invariance. Nevertheless, in theory, the IRT is difficult to apply
when the goal is to assess activities of procedural type. Indeed, to carry out an assessment similar to that made by a teacher for a problem solved by a student, but
using the IRT, it would be necessary to build a very large number of items that were
focused on all the issues that could be evaluated with only one problem.
Our proposal aims to solve the inconveniences that present both the IRT and the
CBM, by means of a set of assessment techniques combining the two approaches. The
goal is to improve the heuristics that are normally used in the CBM for updating the
long term student model. This improvement consists of introducing inference techniques of the student knowledge inspired by IRT fundamentals. Therefore, the evidence that the student provides about his/her knowledge will be the actions that he/she
performs while resolving a problem. Those actions will be translated into violations
(or satisfactions) of constraints from a set of constraints used to represent the domain
matter.
In the IRT the elements used to determine the student knowledge are the items,
however in our proposal the constraints are used. Thus, every constraint will have
associated a characteristic curve that we have named Constraint Characteristic Curve
(CCC). This curve has the opposite shape to an ICC since, while this last represents
the probability of answering correctly (knowledge), the CCC represents the probability of violating a constraint in a given problem (detection of incorrect knowledge).
When a constraint is violated, this implies a lack of knowledge and, therefore, the
necessary curve to represent it must monotonically decrease. The higher the student
knowledge level, the lower the probability of that constraint being violated. In the
IRT, it would be equivalent to a wrong response to an item.
The student knowledge distribution P(θ | Φ, τ) would be calculated as the product
of the CCCs of those constraints that have been violated, joined with the opposite
curves for those that, being relevant for the problem, have not been violated. This
form of calculating the student knowledge is based on the inference mechanisms used
in the IRT:
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(2)
where Φ =p1, p2, ..., pm represents the set of problems solved by the student and τ = c1,
c2, ..., cn the collection of constraints pertaining to the domain. P(cj | θ) is the characteristic curve of the constraint cj; rij is a binary variable that indicates whether or not
the constraint is relevant to the problem pi; and fij is another binary variable that indicates whether the student action in the problem pi has produced the violation of the
constraint cj.
In our previous work [13] we used discrete curves whose values are the pairs
knowledge level / probability, simplifying noticeably the necessity of data required by
the IRT to infer the characteristic curves. In this proposal, the CCCs are also discrete
and every value indicates the probability of a student with certain knowledge level
violating a constraint.
The result of applying equation 2 is a distribution of probabilities where, for each
level of knowledge, the probability of the student knowledge level corresponding to
that level is expressed. In order to calculate the denominated knowledge level two
strategies can be applied: taking the distribution’s expected value (or mean) (Expectation a Posteriori), or also, choosing the mode (Maximum a Posteriori).

5 OOPS
To put into practice the model proposed in the previous section, we have used a new
version of OOPS (Object Oriented Programming System) [14]. This new version
incorporates fundamentals elements of CBM. OOPS focuses on the Object-Oriented
programming domain and allows emulating the behavior of a human tutor during the
student learning process, detecting the gaps in their knowledge and acting to rectify
the situation. This tool permits the students to construct object-oriented programs in
the pseudo-language used in the School of Telecommunication Engineering at the
University of Málaga (Spain) as a result of doing exercises. These exercises are based
on defining and implementing classes (attributes and methods), according to a stem
provided by the system. The construction is done visually using the drag and drop
technique. The student has to select from a toolbar the elements needed to construct
an object-oriented program, and drop them into the workspace.
Once the student decides to correct his/her solution, the system will initialize its inference engine, which uses the domain model constraints for detecting the student’s
errors. With these errors, the student model is updated and, unless the system is working in evaluation mode, the students will be shown feedback to help them to correct
their conceptual error.
The current architecture of OOPS is based on a generic framework [15] defined for
the construction of Web-based Intelligent Learning Environments, based on problem
solving tasks. For this reason, OOPS is structured in the following modules:
1.

The most external component, the interface (see Figure 1), through which
teachers and students can insert or solve problems, respectively. Teachers can
configure the system to show information such as the hint/feedback
messages.
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The main part of OOPS is the pedagogical module, which has the components required for estimating the student knowledge, such as the estimation
algorithms, a JESS inference engine [16] for identifying the violated constraints, or those elements needed to control the pedagogical actions used to
instruct the student in the most suitable way, such as the adaptive problem selection module.
The domain model, formed by the set of constraints and problems.
The student model, which contains the violated and the satisfied constraints,
the knowledge estimation distributions and the logs with the actions performed by the student in each problem.

Fig. 1. OOPS interface

6 Experiments
To check the validity of our diagnostic technique through ill-defined procedural tasks,
we carried out an experiment with undergraduate students. Our goal was to allow the
students to put into practice their knowledge of object-oriented programming in a
session which took place in a controlled environment (in a teaching laboratory). The
session was structured as follows: First, a test was administered using the Siette webbased system [17], which provides IRT-based assessments. Next, students used OOPS
to solve two problems.
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We stated the following hypothesis: if we infer the student knowledge level
through IRT tests (in this experiment through Siette) and with our model (implemented in OOPS), the results obtained should be similar.
6.1 Experiment Design
The experiment was design in such a way that in both parts (the test and the problems) the same kind of knowledge was measured. Accordingly, the test questions
were elaborated carefully to assess the same concepts used in the practical problems
proposed in OOPS. For this purpose, in OOPS two problems were selected involving
basic concepts of object-oriented programming. That is, the most relevant domain
constraints were checked in those problems. We used a subset of 15 significant constraints, according to some domain experts. The set of questions were developed taking into account the subset of constraints. Two test questions were created for each
constraint. As a result, these questions assessed the same concept the constraint
gauged and this led to a total of 30 test questions.
The experiment was carried out in May of 2009 with undergraduate students studying Technical Engineering in Telecommunications from the University of Málaga
(Spain). These students had previously received face-to-face lessons on objectoriented programming. A total of 20 students participated in the experiment. After
being administered the test (where the solutions were never shown), the students
started using OOPS. Initially, all of them took a problem (whose results were not
considered in the posterior analysis) simply for training on the system. Next, they
took two programming problems in OOPS.
6.2 Data Analysis
Once the data from both systems were obtained, we processed this information using
a tool called MULTILOG [18], which is one of the most popular for IRT-based analysis. First, we calibrated the ICCs according to the 3PL IRT-based model. To this end,
we used the test results represented in a matrix of boolean values. This matrix, needed
by MULTILOG, contained, for each student and item (question), a value indicating
whether or not the concept evaluated was known by the student. Subsequentyly, the
obtained calibration was used in conjunction with the test results to infer the student
knowledge estimation.
Analogously, data obtained through OOPS were used to calibrate the CCCs. In this
case, the matrix used by MULTILOG represented whether or not the constraint was
violated (that is, whether or not the concept is known) during the problem resolution.
The curves computed after this step, were used again with the student data collected
by OOPS, to generate the student knowledge estimations.
Our main aim was to obtain homogeneous results in relation to the knowledge
source assessed and the nature of the data used to estimate this knowledge. Regarding
the knowledge source, we used the previously mentioned correspondence between
constraints and items; and for the nature of the data used to make the estimations, we
use a MULTILOG input matrix with the same meaning and format. That is, a true
value, indicating the knowledge of certain concept; and a false value, in those cases in
which this concept is erroneously known.
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Finally, we should mention that MULTILOG was used in both cases, in order to
ensure that calibration and inference techniques were the same.
6.3 Results
To carry out the comparison of both estimations, a paired t-Student was used with
95% confidence factor. This statistic is commonly used to compare the difference
between two small-sized populations. The null hypothesis was that the difference
between the population means was zero. The analysis gave a p-value of 0.7972 which
clearly suggests that we cannot reject the previous null hypothesis and, therefore,
there was no significant difference between the evaluations obtained with OOPS,
using our model which combines IRT and CBM, and those given by Siette where the
3PL model was applied.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
The techniques described in this paper provide several advantages to the procedural
activities assessment. The student knowledge estimations are invariant, i.e. they do
not depend on the set of problems solved by the student, and the estimation accuracy
degree can be controlled. Furthermore, it is a statistical inference mechanism where
CCCs are estimated using historical information about a sample of the student performance while they took these problems.
Our initial hypothesis was that the most popular statistical techniques used for determining the student knowledge in testing, can also be used in procedural activities.
Therefore, through these procedural activities, we can obtain similar results to those
obtained with an IRT-based test. The conclusions of our experiment with ill-defined
tasks, suggest that our hypothesis is correct. As a consequence, we can carry out wellfounded assessments, using only a few procedural activities. To obtain a similar assessment result through tests, a high number of questions would be needed.
IRT-based tests can be administered adaptively, through adaptive testing, where
each question is selected dynamically, in terms of the student estimated knowledge
level. Moreover, the test size is also decided dynamically in terms of the required
estimation accuracy. In this sense, our future work will focus on the development of a
mechanism for the adaptive administration of procedural activities.
In this work, we have estimated the student declarative knowledge through procedural activities. Currently, we are working on extending the model to also evaluate
procedural knowledge. Likewise, since the model presented in this paper has been
applied to two different domains, it is also necessary to extend the study of another
evaluation system which confirms the hypothesis stated in these experiments.
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